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A new theoretical approach for the prediction of the growth habit of crystals is presented. This
approach is based on a newly derived relation between the growth rate of crystal surfaces and
habit-controlling factors, and includes a key step: a so-called interface structure~IS! analysis. This
analysis is to formulate the influence of the fluid phase on the crystal morphology. The essential of
the IS analysis is to identify the adsorbed growth units which is in dynamic equilibrium with solid
units at the crystal surface, and to calculate their concentration. It follows that a key external
habit-controlling factor, the so-called surface scaling factor, can be calculated from the analysis.
Based on detailed molecular dynamic~MD! simulation data, our formalism is applied to predict the
morphology of urea crystals grown from aqueous solutions. Urea crystals grown from the solutions
turn out to possess a needlelike shape, in excellent agreement with experiments. This is one of the
first examples of the successful theoretical prediction of morphology of crystals, and will provide a
new way of thinking and understanding of the influence of the mother phase on crystal
habits. © 1995 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The problem related to why a particular crystal grow
from a certain environment possesses a certain shape
drawn much attention for centuries.1 Recently, research on
the influence of tailor-made additives on the morphology
crystals becomes increasingly important for industries. T
shape of a crystal may be described by the distances from
center of the crystal to the respective crystal faces$hkl%.1–3

For a growing crystal these distances are proportional to
relative growth ratesRhkl

rel of the crystal faces. The growth o
crystal faces is governed by the growth kinetics. From t
point of view of growth kinetics, the growth rate is not onl
dependent on the crystal structure, but also is drastically
fluenced by crystal growth conditions and the ambie
phase.4–7 In order to predict the growth morphology of crys
tals, one needs to define properly habit-controlling facto
and to relate the relative growth rate of the crystal face (hkl)
with these habit-controlling factors.

In the past, some traditionalad hoc theories2–3 have
been published to predict the growth morphology of crysta
Among those, the Hartman–Perdok theory3 is the one which
is used quite frequently. According to this theory, the relati
growth rate of crystal faces$hkl% is taken to be in direct
proportion to the attachment energy of the facesEhkl

att ~Ehkl
att is

the energy released per structural unit when a slice of cry
in the orientations$hkl% is attached to the crystal surface.3!
Applying this recipe implies that the morphology of crysta
grown from solutions or the melt is the same as the vacu
morphology.3–5 In comparison with experiments, it wa
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found6 that this theory works only when crystals are grow
from the vapor phase. In case crystals are grown from so
tions or the melt, discrepancies between the theoretical a
the observed morphology occur frequently. Obviously, this
attributed to two reasons. First, the relation between the re
tive growth rate and habit-controlling factors has not bee
logically established. Second, the influence of the ambie
phase on the morphology of crystals is not sufficiently take
into account.

In this paper, our attention will be concentrated on th
second issue: the influence of the fluid phase on the grow
morphology of crystals. We notice that the crystal–fluid in
terfaces are boundaries between the crystal phase and
ambient phase~including solute, solvents and impurities!.8

The structure of these regions has a strong impact on
growth kinetics,8–15and on the growth rate and the morpho
ogy of crystals. For a given crystal surface, this structure
directly altered by the ambient phase and the condition
crystal growth.9–15 Therefore, we will formalize the influ-
ence of the ambient phase by analyzing the structure of
crystal–fluid interface. In correspondence to theperiodic
bond chain~PBC! analysis,3–7 which is conventionally used
to examine the influence of the crystal structure on the mo
phology of crystals, this analysis will be called hereafterthe
interfacial structure~IS! analysis. In this paper, a basic rela-
tion between the growth rate and habit-controlling factors
derived first and the main principles and procedures of the
analysis will be presented. Our formalism is applied to pr
3747)/3747/8/$6.00 © 1995 American Institute of Physicsto¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright;¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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3748 Liu et al.: Morphology of crystals
dict the growth morphology of urea crystals grown fro
aqueous solutions.

II. GROWTH HABIT AND INTERFACIAL STRUCTURE
ANALYSIS

A. Solid–fluid interfaces and relative growth rate of
crystal faces

The growth of crystals bounded by facets is usually g
erned by the spiral mechanism.6,7 This means that a smoot
crystal surface may contain one or more screw dislocatio
providing the surface with spiral steps. Growth takes pla
by the deposition and incorporation of solute molecules fr
the bulk into these steps at a certain supersaturationDm/kbT,
causing them to advance with a speedVstepalong the surface
perpendicularly to the step.~Dm5m f2ms, mf is the chemical
potential of a solute molecule andms of the solid molecule.!
Assuming that the average distance between two steps islhkl
and their heights aredhkl , the growth rate of the surface i
then given byRhkl5Vstepdhkl/lhkl .

6,7 Here, the shape o
Vstep depends on the way of delivery of growth units to t
steps.6 For the growth of crystals from a solution, the surfa
diffusion of solute molecules to steps is irrelevant, beca
the mean square displacement of an adsorbed solute
ecule at the surface is short.6 Solute molecules are delivere
directly from the bulk to steps at the surface via the volu
diffusion. This includes two major steps:~i! the delivery of
growing substances to the steps by means of volume d
sion; ~ii ! the integration of growth molecules into the crys
at kinks. At relatively low supersaturations,~ii ! is the rate
determining step, and the rate is proportional to the conc
tration of adsorbed solute moleculesXA(hkl) around the
kinks, the kink densityrhkl

kink and exp$2DGhkl
Þ /kbT%. There-

fore, Vstep } XA(hkl)rhkl
kink exp$ 2 DGhkl

Þ /kbT% for a given
~Dm/kbT!.6,7 It follows that the relative growth rate of crysta
faces$hkl%

Rhkl
rel }

dhkl
lhkl

rhkl
kinkXA~hkl! exp$2DGhkl

Þ /kbT%, ~1!

whereXA(hkl) is the solute concentration at the face (hkl),
andDGhkl

Þ is the activation free energy for adsorbed solu
molecules to be incorporated into kinks. In order to relate
relative growth rateRhkl

rel to quantities which can be easil
obtained from a molecular dynamics simulation, we need
introduce the concept of effective growth units. The so-cal
effective growth units are those solute moleculesadsorbedat
the surface which are active in dynamic equilibrium with t
solid molecules at the kinks. These molecules include
adsorbed solute molecules which are properly oriented
reference to the solute units at the surface and those w
cost almost no energy to be transformed to the proper or
tation ~cf. Sec. II B!.

Let us now analyze Eq.~1! in some detail. In order to be
incorporated into the kinks, adsorbed solute molecu
should have a proper orientation with respect to the s
molecules at the surface.6,8,9 According to the definition of
effective growth units, the probability for adsorbed solu
molecules to obtain the proper orientation is abo
XA(hkl)
eff /XA(hkl) . ~XA(hkl)

eff denotes the concentration of effectiv
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 103,Downloaded¬04¬Nov¬2008¬to¬130.89.112.87.¬Redistribution¬subject
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growth units at the surface.! Therefore, exp$ 2 DGhkl
Þ /kbT%

' (XA(hkl)
eff /XA(hkl))exp$ 2 DGkink* /kbT%. DGkink* , the desolvata-

tion activation energy, is supposed to be independent of t
specific surface, provided that the interactions between so
and solvent units at the surface is weak.3,6,9

In the case of the spiral growth, the spiral is rotating with
constant angular velocity, guided by the screw dislocatio
center. Some distance from the center, the spiral becom
roughly equal to concentric circular steps with a distanc
lhkl>19r c .

6,7 Here,r c is the radius of the two-dimensional
critical nucleus given byr c'f̃stepV/Dm,6,7 f̃step is the aver-
age step energy of a step per growth unit andV is the mo-
lecular volume. Therefore,lhkl}f̃step at a givenDm/kbT.
rhkl
kink ; exp$ 2 f̃hkl

kink/kbT).
6,7 Because the average kink en-

ergy f̃hkl
kink ' f̃hkl

step, rhkl
kink ; exp$ 2 f̃hkl

step/kbT). Combining
the results so far, we find

Rhkl
rel }

dhklXA~hkl!
eff

f̃hkl
step

exp$2f̃hkl
step/kbT%. ~2!

Obviously, to find the expression off̃hkl
step is one of the key

issues. In the following, we shall arrive at

f̃hkl
step'jhklCl ~hkl!* DHdiss/nhkl . ~3!

Here, nhkl is the coordination number, i.e., the number o
neighbors of a solid molecule within the 2D crystal slice
(hkl), andDHdiss is the experimentally observed enthalpy o
dissolution. The crystallographic orientation factorjhkl and
the surface scaling factorCl (hkl)* will be defined below.

The step energy, the~1D! energy cost to create a step
with the length of one molecule, can be related to the~3D!
local dissolution enthalpyDHhkl

diss at the crystal surface,7–9

which is the enthalpy change due to transforming a sol
molecule at a kink to an adsorbed solute molecule. We m
reduceDHhkl

diss to a sum of in-plane contributions by multi-
plying it by jhkl 5 Ehkl

slice/Ecr, whereEcr is the lattice energy
per molecule andEhkl

slice is the 2D lattice energy per molecule
for a crystal slice (hkl) with thicknessdhkl .

3 Obviously, we
may approximate16

f̃hkl
stepnhkl'jhkl3DHhkl

diss. ~4!

We notice that because of the ordering of fluid molecules
the interface and the crystal relaxation near the surfac
DHhkl

diss is normally different fromDHdiss.12 Nevertheless, we
may still easily estimateDHhkl

diss in terms ofCl (hkl)* . The
surface scaling factorCl (hkl)* is defined12 as

Cl ~hkl!* 5DHhkl
diss/DHdiss. ~5!

From the van’t Hoff relation,14 we have lnXA52DHdiss/
kbT1DHm/kbT

m'DHdiss(T2Tm)/kbTT
m ~XA is the con-

centration of solute molecules in the bulk, the superscriptm
denotes melting!. Applying the same theories to the dissolu
tion process at the crystal surface,14 we have lnXA(hkl)

eff

52DHhkl
diss/ kbT 2DHhkl

m /kbT
m 'DHhkl

diss~T2Tm!/ kbTT
m.

From the above relations we get10

Cl ~hkl!* > ln XA~hkl!
eff / ln XA . ~6!

From Eqs.~4!, ~5!, and~6! we finally obtain Eq.~3!. Substi-
tuting Eqs.~3! and ~6! into Eq. ~2! yields
No. 9, 1 September 1995¬to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright;¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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3749Liu et al.: Morphology of crystals
Rhkl
rel }

nhkldhkl
Cl ~hkl!* jhkl

X
A

C
l ~hkl!
*

exp$2Cl ~hkl!* jhklDH
diss/nhklkbT%.

~7!

Equation ~7! is our basic formula for the prediction o
growth morphologies of crystals. Note thatnhkl , dhkl , and
jhkl can easily be calculated from the crystal structure an
PBC analysis.3–5 The key issue then is to calculateXA(hkl)

eff

from an analysis of the interfacial structure obtained fr
MD simulations.

B. Interfacial structural (IS) analysis

In order to calculateCl (hkl)* , one must knowXA(hkl)
eff for

different crystal faces@see Eq.~6!#. The purpose of this
analysis is to calculateXA(hkl)

eff . The first step of the analys
is to identify the effective growth units. Then their conce
tration is calculated.

Let us first assume that the detailed structure of
solid–fluid interface is known. At the crystal surface, grow
units can be roughly classified into two different typ
Those with theorientationsand theconformationssimilar to
solid molecules~namedSI! at the surface can be in any ca
directly incorporated into the solid phase at kink sites and
namedF1 units hereafter.~The kink sites are the sites wit
solid units of the highest energy level at the crystal surfa
The growth and the dissolution of crystals will happen firs
these sites.! The rest, which have to be transformed
F1-like units before entering the crystal structure, are nam
F2 units. These growth units of different states are schem
cally illustrated in Fig. 1. According to the definition,F1
units are in dynamic equilibrium with solid unitsSI as

F1

I

SI . ~8!

For F2 units, the similar process can be expressed as

FIG. 1. A schematic illustration for the different states of structural unit
the interfacial system and equilibria between different states.
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F2

II

F1

I

SI. ~9!

We notice that in spite of the processes I and II, there a
other two processes, III and IV leading to the equilibrium
between bulk fluid unitsF and F1 units andF2 units ~see
Fig. 1!. In contrast to I and II, the processes III and IV can b
very complex processes depending on the growth kinetic
Nevertheless, we assume here that the chance for a cer
type of structural units to be delivered to kink sites is inde
pendent off growth kinetics, and is equal to the mole fractio
of the structural units at the surface. This implies that onl
the ordering of growth units at the surface are relevant fo
our discussions. Therefore, our major attention will be fo
cused on the two processes indicated by Eqs.~8! and ~9!.

The different states of growth units at the surface ar
schematized in Fig. 2, and the potential barriers that must
overcome when a transition occurs between states are in
cated. According to this figure, the rate for the transformatio
from a pure growth unitF2 to a pure growth unitF1 is

RII5n2 exp~2DG* /kbT! ~10!

and the probability for the reverse transition is

R21
II 5n1 exp@~2DG*1e!/kbT!] ~11!

t

FIG. 2. Pictures of the potential landscape between different types of stru
tural units at the surface. In equilibrium with interfacial crystal unitsSI , F1

units change directly intoSI units by passing the potential barrierDGkink* ,
while in a similar process,F2 units should first change toF1 then toSI units.
~DG* is the potential barrier for the transition fromF2 to F1.! It is shown in
~a! that DGkink* . DG* , implying z'd'1. In this caseF1 and F2 units
behave the same in the surface process. Both of them can be treated as
effective growth units. In~b!, it is shown thatDGkink* . DG* ~RII-I!RI-S

and RII-S!RI-S!. In this case onlyF1 can be considered as the effective
growth units~z'0, d,1!.
o. 9, 1 September 1995to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright;¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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3750 Liu et al.: Morphology of crystals
wheren1 and n2 denote the frequency of thermal vibratio
for F1 andF2 units, respectively,DG* is the potential barrier
for the transition fromF2 to F1, and

e5mF2
o 2mF1

o ~12!

~mk
o is the standard chemical potential of speciesk!. Simi-

larly, the rate for the transition from a pureF1 unit to a pure
solid unit at the surface~denoted bySI! and that for the
reverse process can be expressed by

RI2S5n1 exp~2DGkink* /kbT! ~13!

and

R21
I2S5ns exp@2~DGkink* 1es!/kbT#, ~14!

respectively. Here,DGkink* represents the potential barrier fo
the transition from a pureF1 to anSI unit, ns is the frequency
of thermal vibration forSI units and

es5mSI
o 2mF1

o . ~14a!

According to Eq.~9! and Fig. 2, the rate of the transitio
from a pureF2 to anSI turns out to be

RII2S5RIIRI2S~RII1RI2S!. ~15!

At equilibrium, the rate for the transition from a soli
unit to a fluid unit is constant. However, the dynamic beh
ior for F1 and F2 units can be very much different. Th
question arises as to what extent anF2 unit can be regarded
as an effective growth units in equilibrium withSI units. It
follows from Eq. ~15! that RII-S will be determined by the
step~I or II ! with the highest potential barrier. This implie
that the rate of the transition from a pureF2 unit to anSI unit
at a kink site will be equal to or lower than that of anF1 unit.
Taking the time scale of the transition fromF1 to SI units as
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 103,Downloaded¬04¬Nov¬2008¬to¬130.89.112.87.¬Redistribution¬subjec
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a reference, we define a factorz as an effective factor to
characterize the effectivity ofF2 units. This factor is given as
the following:

z5RII2S/RI2S5RII /~RII1RI2S!. ~16!

Following the definition, it can be seen that 0<z<1. That
z51 implies that in dynamic equilibrium withSI units, F2
units behave the same asF1 units. This occurs when growth
units belong to simple and small molecules.~Obviously,z51
for F1 units.! Thatz50 corresponds to the case thatF2 units
are completely inactive in the process of the solid–fluid tra
sition occurring at the surface. This means, in order to inco
porate into the crystal structure,F2-like growth units have to
overcome an extremely high potential barrier~or the so-
called ‘‘entropy barrier’’! to reorient themselves in the prope
direction. Therefore, it becomes an almost impossible eve
The growth of polyethylene crystals~or long chain paraffin
crystals! in the$001% orientations is a typical example, where
some growth units with ‘‘wrong’’ conformations or configu-
rations will block the growth of the crystal surface, resultin
in the so-called ‘‘self-poisoning.’’

We notice thatF1 units need not be in a minimum free
enthalpy state, and it may happens that there is only a v
small fraction ofXA(hkl) for a certain crystal face. However,
there can still be some growth units which are oriente
somewhat differently fromF1 molecules but still have
z51@DG* ~t!<0#. We regard these growth units, togethe
with the well-definedF1 units, asF1-like units. Others with
DG*.0 areF2-like growth units.

For the aforementioned case, we can define the conc
tration of effective growth units in the following way:
by

FIG. 3. Snapshots of interfaces between crystalline urea~left! and saturated aqueous urea solutions~right!. In ~a! the ~001! interface is shown, in~b! the ~110!
interface is presented. In between, a water molecule~above! and a urea molecule~below! are drawn for clarification. These snapshots have been generated
means of molecular dynamics simulations~Refs. 18,19!.
No. 9, 1 September 1995t¬to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright;¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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3751Liu et al.: Morphology of crystals
XA~hkl!
eff 5zXF21XF15 (

t5F1 ,F2
@z~t!XA~hkl!

t #5dXA~hkl!

~17!

where XA(hkl) 5 XF2 1 XF1 5 (t5F1 ,F2
@XA(hkl)

t #, and
XA(hkl)

t is the concentration of adsorbed solute units at
conformational statet, d is of a value between 0 and 1
Introducing the factord implies thatXA(hkl)

eff is only a fraction
of XA(hkl) . According to Eq.~17!, d can be generally ex
pressed as

d5 (
t5F1 ,F2

@z~t!P~t!# ~17a!

with

P~t!5XA~hkl!
t /XA~hkl! . ~17b!

Here,P~t! denotes the probability for an adsorbed grow
unit at the conformation statet. Assumingn1, n2, andns are
of the same magnitude, it follows from Eq.~17! that the two
typical cases can be distinguished:

I. DG* /kbT ! DGkink* /kbT. This corresponds toz'1
~and d'1!, implying that bothF1 and F2 are regarded as
effective units and

XA~hkl!
eff 'XA~hkl! . ~18!

II. DG* /kbT @ DGkink* /kbT. It follows that z'0, and

XA~hkl!
eff 'XF1,XA~hkl!~d,1!. ~19!

In this case, onlyF1 units are considered to be active.
spite of this, ifDG* is comparable to or slightly larger tha
DGkink* , F2 units can be partly considered as effecti
growth units, and the value ofz will occur between 1 and 0

Now it can be seen that to identifyF1 units and to cal-
culate the density of the orientation distributions of
growth units at the interface will be a crucial step in th
analysis.F1 units can easily be recognized in reference to
crystal surface structure obtained from a PBC analysis. F
thermore, the densityXA(hkl) and the probability of orienta
tional distributions of growth units at the crystal surfa
should be calculated. These can be done by carrying
density functional theory calculations, Monte Carlo~MC!,
molecular dynamics~MD! computer simulations, self
consistent field calculations or they can be obtained fr
experimental data, etc.11,12,15–19From these data, we can ca
culate quantitatively the values ofDG* for various states of
growth units at the surface, and therefore estimateXA(hkl)

eff .
We notice that, for normal cases, interfacial fluid un

are distributed continuously in various conformational a
configurational states instead of distributions in separa
states. This makes the distinction between the aforem
tioned two cases a bit difficult. Nevertheless, the same p
ciples can still be applied. We only need to calculated and
thenXA(hkl)

eff @see Eq.~17a!#.
According to principles of statistical thermodynamics14

P~t! can be expressed as

P~t!;exp@2G* ~t!/kbT# ~20!

or
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G* ~t!52kbT ln@P~t!#1const. ~20a!

It follows that the plot ofG* ~t! can be calculated fromP~t!.
DG* ~t! can then be also obtained from theG* ~t! plot. Since
P~t! changes continuously,DG* ~t! changes also continu-
ously witht. If DGkink* can be reasonably estimated, the con
centration of effective growth units for face (hkl) can be
generally calculated according to Eqs.~16! and ~17a! by in-
tegratingd~t! at different states

d5E z~t!P~t!dt51/2E P~t!

3exp$@DGkink* 2DG** ~t!#/2kbT%

3sech$@DGkink* 2DG** ~t!#/2kbT%dt. ~21!

~DG** ~t!50 if DG* ~t!<0; DG** (t)5DG* ~t! if
DG* ~t!.0.!

III. MORPHOLOGY OF UREA CRYSTALS GROWN
FROM AQUEOUS SOLUTIONS

Urea @O5C~NH2!2# crystallizes in the tetragonal space
group P421m

~a55.661 Å, c54.712 Å!.20 According to
experiments,21,22urea crystals grown from aqueous solution
are mainly bounded by the$001%, $111%, and the$110% faces.
We will in the following ignore the$111% faces for the sake
of simplification. The factorsnhkl , jhkl , and dhkl for the
orientations can be obtained from a PBC analysis.23

As aforementioned, to characterize the influence of th
fluid phase, we first carry out the IS analysis to evalua
Cl (hkl)* . Then the growth morphology of urea crystals is
constructed based on the calculated results.

The IS analysis is carried out based on the structure
the solid–fluid interface. Therefore as the first step of th
analysis, the~fluid! interfacial structure of the urea–water
solution system should be determined or calculated. He
molecular dynamics simulations were carried out to compu
the structure of solid–fluid interfaces.

The molecular dynamics simulations were performe
with the GROMOSpackage.24 The computational boxes con-
sisted of a saturated urea solution~with a urea mole fraction
of 0.265! in contact with two different urea crystal surfaces
A constantNVT equilibration of 10 ps at high temperature
~798 K! was performed to remove any spurious structure
the solution, followed by a 10 psNVT equilibration run at
298 K. Then the solution was brought into contact with th
crystal. In order to allow for volume relaxation, the crystal
solution box was equilibrated at constant, which destroy
urea tetragonal crystal structure. Therefore, we continued
this point with a 20 psNVT equilibrium run at 298 K, fol-
lowed byNVT production runs of 70 ps for both interface.
Using this technique, the Newtonian equations of motion a
integrated numerically for a large number of particles. In ou
case, the computational box consists of 300 crystalline ur
molecules, 200 solute urea molecules and 500 water m
ecules. In these snapshots only the interfacial region of t
computational box is shown. Simulation runs of about 200 p
have been performed for both interfaces.
No. 9, 1 September 1995¬to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright;¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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3752 Liu et al.: Morphology of crystals
The force field for urea was constructed from the HH
potential25 for nonbonded interactions andGROMOScovalent
parameters.26 For water the SPC/E potential27 was used. Co-
valent bond distances were constrained using theSHAKE

algorithm,28 which allows an integration time step o
2310215 s. Coordinates were samples every 25 time ste
The total simulation time was approximately 650 CPU ho
on a Convex C240 vector computer. For more details ab
the simulations, we refer to Refs. 18 and 19.

FIG. 4. ~a! Orientational probability distributions of the dipole vectors
adsorbed solute urea molecules at the~001! interface and the~110! interface.
The distributions have been calculated as a function of cosu ~u is the angle
between the dipole vectors and the outward surface normal! by averaging
the time series of coordinates of the solute urea molecules in the firs
sorbed liquid layer.~b! The potential of adsorbed urea molecules plott
versus orientations of the dipole vectors of the molecules at the~001! inter-
face~indicated by1! and the~110! interface~indicated bys!. The potential
is calculated on the basis of Eq.~20a!. Note that for the orientation of~001!
a small minimum atu;0 in our present calculations corresponds to t
ordering of urea molecules occurring in the second fluid layer.

TABLE I. Habit-controlling factors and relative growth rates for the$001%
and the$110% faces of urea crystals.

dhkl ~Å!d nhkl
a jhkl

a Cl (hkl)* b Rhkl
rel c

$001% 4.71 2.00 0.56 0.96 34.90
$110% 4.00 2.00 0.67 1.78 1.00

ajhkl andnhkl were calculated based on the results of the PBC analysis~see
Ref. 22!.
bXA50.256.
cDHdiss54.02 kcal/mol~Ref. 29!.
dReference 10.
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The simulations shows that some degrees of orderin
occur for the fluid molecules at the interfaces while soli
urea molecules at the interfaces appear to have some deg
of disordering due to the relaxation. Snapshots along the i
terfaces of$001% and $110% are shown in Fig. 3. The urea
molecules at the~110! interface are much more randomly
distributed and oriented than those at$001% faces, giving rise
to an increased interfacial entropy. Although the degree
ordering of the interfacial liquid appears to its full exten
from statistical averages of the generated coordinates, a go
impression of the differences between the two interfaces c
already be obtained from these snapshots.

By averaging the time series of the generated coord
nates, density profiles and orientational distributions of th
adsorbed solute urea molecules at the interface were cal
lated. In Fig. 4~a!, orientational distributions of the dipole
vectors ~O→C! of solute urea at the surface of~001! and
~110! are shown as a function of cosu ~u is the angle be-
tween the O→C vectors and the outward surface normal!.
This curve is then converted to theG* ~u! curve according to
Eq. ~20a!. @See Fig. 4~b!.#

In accordance with the above definition,F1 urea mol-
ecules in the first fluid layer at the$001% surfaces should have
their O→C dipoles roughly anti parallel to the outward sur
face normal~u;180°! @see Fig. 3~a!#. In Fig. 4~b!, a promi-
nent minimum occurs atu'180°. This implies that fluid urea
units are ordered at the interface such that manyF1-like mol-
ecules occur. Apart from this minimum, the transformatio
from other orientations to the orientation ofu'180 may need
to pass at most the small potential barrierDG(001)* (<kbT). It
can be roughly estimated6 that DGkink* ;kbT. This suggests
thatDGkink* . DG(001)* , meaning that a case similar tocase
(I) occurs. In addition to the O→C distributions, we should
also look at the distributions ofN–N vector of urea mol-
ecules. An analysis as given above leads to the same conc
sion for the$001% faces. It then follows from our calculations
that almost all solute urea molecules can be regarded as
fective growth units~d'1!.

f

ad-
d

e

FIG. 5. Wulff constructions of the growth morphology of urea crystals
based on different formalisms.~a! The growth morphology predicted ac-
cording to the approaches in this study@see Eq.~7!#. ~b! the growth mor-
phology predicted according to the Hartman–Perdok theory~Refs. 3–5, 22!,
where it was assumed thatRhkl

rel ; Ehkl
att /Ecr 5 (1 2 jhkl) ~see Table I for

jhkl!.
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3753Liu et al.: Morphology of crystals
Unlike the $001% faces,F1-like urea molecules at the
$110% faces should have their O→C dipoles roughly paralle
to the surface~u;90°! @see Fig. 2~b!#. It is shown in Fig.
4~b! thatDG(110)* > 2DG(001)* . In this case urea molecule
with 60°<u<120° are regarded asF1-like units. @It can be
seen from Fig. 4~b! thatDG* of those molecules are equal
or less than zero.# To calculateXA(hkl)

eff Eq. ~21! should be
applied.~The same analysis for theN–N distributions is also
carried out for these faces.! SubstitutingXA(hkl)

eff andXA into
Eq. ~6! yieldsCl (hkl)* . We summarize in Table I the result
together with parametersnhkl , jhkl , anddhkl .

Based on these data,Rhkl
rel is obtained for the two orien

tations applying Eq.~7! ~see the table for the results!. We
then construct the growth form of urea crystals using
Wulff plots.3,4,7 It follows that in case of growth from aque
ous solutions, urea crystals obtain a needlelike shape.@See
Fig. 5~a!#. On the other hand, a block shape of urea crys
was predicted applying the conventional Hartman–Per
theory23 @see Fig. 5~b!#.

The growth morphology of urea crystals grown fro
aqueous solutions has been observed by other author21,22

and also by ourselves. The results show that urea crys
indeed have a long needlelike shape, bounded by the$110%
and the$001% faces~sometimes also the$111% faces! ~see Fig.
6!. In addition, the ratio between the growth rate of the$110%

FIG. 6. Urea crystals grown from a aqueous solution~the equilibrium tem-
peratureTs541.45 °C, and the supercoolingDT50.35 °C!. The crystals
have a long needle shape.
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faces and that of the$001% faces turns out to be almost 1:50
from experiments.21 Table I shows that our approach leads to
a ratio of 1:35 while the Hartman–Perdok theory results in
value of 1:1.4. Obviously, our result is in good agreemen
with experiments.

IV. DISCUSSION

In Sec. III, one has seen the good agreement between
predicted and the observed morphology. We have also a
plied the similar approach to predict the morphology of tri
clinic and orthorhombicn-alkane crystals, C60 crystals and
other crystals. In each case, the results are in excellent agr
ment with observations.~The results are to be published else
where.! According to our research, once a PBC analysis an
an IS analysis are carried out properly, the results obtain
from our formalism can always be one of the best for th
prediction of the growth morphology of crystals. This is at
tributed to the refined and more precise relation betwee
Rhkl
rel and the habit-controlling factors@Eq. ~7!#, and the esti-

mation of the external habit-controlling factorCl (hkl)* by the
solid–fluid interfacial structure analysis. As can be seen fro
the discussions in the previous sections, the subtle influen
of the fluid phase on the growth and the morphology o
crystals can be examined by the IS analysis. This influen
actually results from the change of the solid–fluid structur
caused by the fluid units. It follows from our recent
calculations13,14 that any change in the concentration and th
composition of the solution will subsequently alter the den
sity and the orientational distribution of growth units at the
crystal surface. This will, according to Eq.~21!, change
XA(hkl)
eff @thenCl (hkl) i* #, and exert an influence on the mor-

phology of crystals.
It is noted that to modify the morphology of crystals

becomes more and more important for industries. For a giv
crystal structure, this can only be done by changing the e
ternal habit-controlling factors, especiallyCl (hkl)* . In order
to increase the area of a crystal face, one needs to inhibit
growth of this face. This can be fulfilled by increasing the
Cl (hkl)* value of this face. From this point of view,Cl (hkl)*
can be used to measure the inhibition efficiency for th
growth of the crystal faces. For a given crystallographic or
entation, a highCl (hkl)* will actually lead to a slow growth
rate and a high inhibition efficiency.

In order to obtain a higherCl (hkl)* for a crystal surface,
we can try to decreaseXA(hkl)

eff ~not XA!. Normally, if the
solvent or an impurity is very strongly adsorbed at the cryst
surface and the interfacial structure will be severally dis
turbed. This will cause a substantial reduction ofXA(hkl) and
XA(hkl)
eff , and result in an increase inCl (hkl)* @see Eq.~6!#.
In conclusion, we have analyzed the relation between t

growth habit of crystals and the habit-controlling factors, es
pecially the external factorCl (hkl)* . In order to predict prop-
erly the growth morphology of crystals, the morphologica
analysis, including both the interfacial structure~IS! analysis
and the conventional PBC analysis, should be carried o
For solutions of complex molecules, the IS analysis can b
summarized as the following steps:~a! calculate or determine
the solid–fluid structure ~including the orientation of
No. 9, 1 September 1995t¬to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright;¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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3754 Liu et al.: Morphology of crystals
solid units, and the density distributions and the orientatio
distributions of fluid molecules at the crystal surface!; ~b!
identify F1 growth units and calculate the concentration
effective growth units. This analysis will result inCl (hkl)* for
different crystallographic orientations. It follows that th
growth morphology of crystals can finally be predicted
substituting this factor and those derived from the P
analysis into an established formula like Eq.~7!.
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